In this work, we propose to use the Zoomed-Ranking approach 
Introduction
The selection of an adequate model for forecasting a time series is an important aspect to the success of the forecasting process. The traditional approaches to model selection involve in general costly empirical evaluations [1] or require expert knowledge [2] , not always easy to acquire. A promising approach to model selection is the use of Machine Learning [3, 4] . In this approach, a learning algorithm predicts the best candidate model, based on descriptive features (e.g. length, basic trend,...) of the time series to forecast.
Considering the above context, in [5] , the authors applied the Zoomed-Ranking (ZR) approach [6] not only to select the best model, but also to rank the candidate models. The ZR was originally proposed in the context of the MetaLearning field [7, 8] to rank and select machine learning algorithms based on features of the training sets. In the model selection problem, each training example for the ZR is related to a time series and stores: (1) the descriptive features of the series; and (2) the forecasting error and the execution time obtained by each candidate model, when used to forecast the series. Given a new time series, the most similar examples are retrieved from the training set. Following, a ranking of models is suggested for the new series by aggregating the forecasting error and execution time obtained by the models in the similar series.
In the current work, we extend the previous research by investigating the use of ZR to select Artificial Neural Network (ANN) forecasting models. Our motivation here is that, although the ANN models have been successfully used to forecast different time series, there is few knowledge to guide non-expert users in applying the ANNs [9] .
In order to evaluate the viability of our proposal, we implemented a prototype to rank the following models: (1) the Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN) [10] ; (2) the TimeLagged RBF network [11] ; and (3) the SOM with Temporal Activity Diffusion (SOMTAD) network [12] . Experiments were performed on a set of time series collected from a benchmark repository. The obtained results revealed that the rankings of models suggested by ZR were strongly correlated to the ideal rankings observed for the series in a test set.
Section 2 presents some approaches to model selection. Section 3 presents a brief introduction to Meta-Learning and its relationship to the problem of model selection. Section 4 describes the implemented prototype that uses Zoomed-Ranking to rank ANN models. Section 5 shows the experiments and obtained results, and finally, section 6 concludes the paper and presents the future work.
Time Series Model Selection
Different time series models have been developed in the literature. However, there is no model considered the most adequate, independently on the time series and the forecasting objectives [2] . A straightforward solution to model selection is to perform an empirical evaluation (e.g. hold-out, cross-validation,...) using the available time series data, and compare the estimated performance obtained by the candi-date models [1] . Despite its simplicity, this solution is costly for a large amount of series to forecast or several candidate models to evaluate [9] .
A more efficient approach to selecting models is based on the development of expert systems [2] , in which rules are designed to relate time series features (e.g. length, basic trend, autocorrelations...) and the candidate models performance. A landmarking work in this approach is the RuleBased Forecasting system [2] . In this work, an expert system with 99 rules is used to weight and select four forecasting methods. The authors used time series features in the rules to modify the weight associated to each model (see figure 1 as an example). In the experiments performed using the expert system, the improvement in accuracy has shown to be significant. The main limitation of the expert system approach, however, is the difficulty in acquiring knowledge, since that good experts in time series forecasting are expensive and not always available [3] . This limitation may be even more drastic in the case of more complex models. In order to minimize the above difficulty, a number of authors have used machine learning algorithms to automatically acquire knowledge for model selection [3, 4] . In this solution, each training example is generated from a time series and stores: (1) the features describing the series; and (2) the class attribute, indicating the best candidate model for that series (in general, the best model is defined as the model which obtained the lowest forecasting error in an empirical evaluation). A supervised learning algorithm is then used to associate the time series features to the best models.
The use of learning algorithms as described above reduces the need for experts and facilitates the inclusion of new models in the selection process. The drawback of this solution, however, is that it only considers the forecasting accuracy (i.e. lowest forecasting error) as performance criteria to model selection. As it will be seen, the use of MetaLearning techniques can overcome this limitation.
Meta-Learning
Meta-Learning is a framework developed in the field of supervised machine learning with the aim of selecting the best learning algorithm for a given task (usually classification tasks) [7, 8] . Meta-Learning uses empirical examples to produce a machine learning model (meta-learner) responsible for associating the candidate algorithms (base-learners) with the characteristics of the learning tasks.
In a strict formulation of Meta-Learning [13] , each metaexample is related to a single learning task and stores: (1) descriptive features of the learning task, i.e. its metafeatures; and (2) a class attribute associated to the baselearner which obtained the highest accuracy in the learning task. In this formulation, the meta-learner just becomes a classifier in which the meta-features correspond to predictor attributes for the class associated to the best base-learners. Meta-features are in most cases statistical and information theoretic features of the available datasets (e.g., number of examples, number of attributes, correlations among attributes, class entropy,...). The best baselearner (i.e. the class attribute) in turn is usually defined via a cross-validation experiment.
Different approaches have been proposed in order to add new functionalities in the Meta-Learning process. In [14, 15] , for instance, a set of different meta-learners is used not only to predict the best base-learner (as described above) but also to recommend a ranking of base-learners. In this approach, a strict meta-learner is built for each different pair (X, Y) of base-learners. Given a new learning task, the outputs of the meta-learners are collected and then, points are credited to the base-learners according to the outputs. For instance, if 'X' is the output of meta-learner (X, Y) then the base-learner X is credited with one point. The ranking of base-learners is recommended for the new task directly from the number of points assigned to the base-learners.
The Meta-Regression approach [16] tries to directly predict the accuracy (or alternatively the error) of each baselearner instead of simply predicting the class that corresponds to the best algorithm. The meta-learner in this case may be used either to select the base-learner with the highest predicted accuracy or to provide a ranking of algorithms based on the order of predicted accuracies. In [16] , the authors obtained good results when a linear regression model was used to predict the accuracy of 8 different classification algorithms.
In the Zoomed-Ranking approach [6] , the authors originally proposed the use of instance-based learning in order to produce rankings of base-learners taking into account accuracy and execution time. In this approach, each metaexample stores the meta-features describing a learning task, as well as the accuracy and execution time obtained by each base-learner in the task. Given a new learning task, the Zoomed-Ranking retrieves the most similar tasks based on the similarity of meta-features. The ranking of baselearners is then recommended for the new task by deploying a multi-criteria measure that combines the total accuracy and execution time obtained by the base-learners in the similar tasks. More recently, the authors provided a deeper investigation of these ideas [17] .
As said, the concepts of Meta-Learning were originally evaluated to select algorithms for classification tasks. In recent years, Meta-Learning has been extrapolated to other domains of application [21, 18] . In [9] , the authors originally proposed the use of Meta-Learning to the problem of time series model selection. In this context, the time series models correspond to the base-learners, and the model selection is seen as the task of algorithm selection. The meta-features are attributes used to describe the time series being forecasted. When applied to model selection, the Meta-Learning techniques are able not only to select one best model based on accuracy (as seen in section 2), but also to provide rankings of models and consider multiple performance criteria in the model selection process. The viability of this proposal was investigated in a different number of case studies [5, 9, 19, 20, 21] .
In [5] , the Zoomed-Ranking was applied to rank three linear time series models: the Random Walk, the Holt Exponential Smoothing model and the Linear Autoregressive model. The ranking of models for a given time series was generated taking into account forecasting error and execution time obtained by the models in similar series. In [5] , experiments were performed on a set of 215 yearly time series. The obtained results were very promissing when the rankings suggested by Zoomed-Ranking were compared to the correct rankings of models.
Zoomed-Ranking for ANN Model Selection
In the current research, we investigated the use of Zoomed-Ranking (ZR) to rank Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) forecasting models. The motivation here is that, although ANNs represent a powerful approach to forecasting, there is not much knowledge to guide its usage, compared to the existing knowledge that supports the use of simpler linear models [9] . Hence, the investigation of ZR for ANN model selection contributes both to the research on MetaLearning and to research on ANNs for time series forecasting.
In order to verify the viability of our proposal, we implemented a prototype used to select the following ANN models:
1. TDNN (Time Delay Neural Network) [10] : it corresponds to a feedforward network with time delays in the connections. The input layer receives a fixed time window of the series at hand (i.e. a fixed number of past values of the series), in order to forecast future values of the series;
2. Time-Lagged RBF (Radial Basis Function) [11] : it corresponds to a traditional RBF neural network in which the input layer receives a time window of the series at hand (as in the TDNN model);
3. SOMTAD (SOM with Temporal Activity Diffusion) [12] : it corresponds to a SOM network that creates temporally correlated neighborhoods in the output space.
The candidate ANN models were used to forecast benchmarking time series related to financial, micro and macroeconomic domains, available in the Time Series Data Library (TSDL) repository 1 . In the following sections, we provide a more formal description of the proposed solution, as well as, the details of the implemented prototype.
Time Series Features
In this proposed solution, a series Z is described by a vector of p features x = (x 1 , ..., x p ) in which each x j (j = 1, . . . , p) corresponds to the value of a different time series feature.
We highlight here that there is no standard set of features to describe time series. However, some criteria can be followed to define the time series features. First, we should prefer features that can be reliably identified, avoiding subjective analysis, such as visual inspection of plots. According to [2] , subjective feature extraction is time consuming, requires expertise, and has a low degree of reliability. Another aspect is to choose features that have already been used in the literature to describe the type of time series at hand. Finally, it is interesting to use a manageable number of attributes to avoid adding an excessive amount of time on the model selection process.
Following the above recomendations, we used in the implemented prototype p = 5 features to describe the TSDL series:
1. Length of the time series (L): number of observations of the series;
2. Basic Trend (BT): slope of the linear regression model. As higher this feature value, higher is the global trend of the series;
Test of Turning Points (TP): Z t is a turning point if
The presence of a very large number or a very small number of turning points indicates that the series is not generated by a purely random process;
4. Average Coefficient of Autocorrelation (AC): average of the first 5 autocorrelation coefficients. Large values of this feature suggest a strong correlation between adjacent points in the series;
Type of the time series (TYPE): it is represented by 3 categories indicating the series domain, finances, micro-economy and macro-economy.
The first four features are directly computed using the series data and TYPE in turn is an information provided by the TSDL repository. As this set is possibly not optimal, in future implementations we will consider new features.
Generation of Meta-Examples
The training set for the Zoomed-Ranking is generated from a set of time series, where each series is used to generate a different meta-example.
Formally, let E = {e 1 , . . . , e n } be a set of n metaexamples, in which each meta-example stores: (1) the descriptive features of a time series; and (2) Given a time series used to generate a meta-example, the accuracy and execution time of each model are colected by performing a hold-out experiment using the avaliable time series data. Initially, the time series data is divided in two parts: the fit period and the test period. The test period in our prototype corresponds to the last observation of the series and the fit period corresponds to the remaining data. The fit period is used to train the ANN models. The trained models are then used to generate its individual forecasts for the test period. Finally, each meta-example e i = (x i , S i , T i ) is then composed by: the time series features (x i ) extracted for describing the fit period, the absolute forecasting error (S i ) obtained by the models in the test period and the time execution (T i ) recorded during the ANN models training.
As it will be seen in the section 5, the process described above was applied in 80 different time series, and hence, a set of 80 meta-examples was generated. We highlight that such set of meta-examples actually stores the experience obtained from empirically evaluating the ANN models to forecast a large number of different time series. A MetaLearning approach (as the ZR) will be able to use this experience to recommend rankings of models for new series only based on the time series features, without the need of performing new empirical evaluations.
Zoomed-Ranking
The Zoomed-Ranking (ZR) meta-learning approach was used in our prototype to rank the three ANN models. This approach is composed by two distinct phases: the Zooming and the Ranking phases, described here. Given a new time series to forecast, in the Zooming phase, a number of m meta-examples are retrieved from the training set according to a distance function that measures the similarity between time series features. The distance function implemented in the prototype was the L 1 -norm defined as:
In this equation, x is the description of the input series to be forecasted and x i is the description of the i-th series in the training set. We used in the implemented prototype the L 1 -norm as originally proposed in the ZR approach [6] . In future work, other similarity measures will be investigated.
In the Ranking phase, a ranking of models is suggested, by aggregating the forecasting error and execution time stored in the m retrieved meta-examples. This is performed by deploying the Adjust Ratio of Ratios (ARR) measure [17] , as defined in the equation:
The metric ARR i k,k combines forecasting error and execution time, to measure the relative performance of the models k and k in the series i. The parameter AccD is defined by the user and represents the relative importance between forecasting accuracy and execution time. AccD assumes values between 0 and 1. The lower is the AccD parameter, the higher is the importance given to accuracy relative to execution time.
The ratio of forecasting errors S An aspect that should be observed regarding the time ratio is the fact that this measure has a much wider range of possible values than the ratio of accuracy rate. Therefore, if simple ratios of time were used, it would dominate the ARR measure. In this way, the effect of this range could be minimized by using the log of time ratios. We highlight that the use of log of time ratios was also adopted in [6, 17] .
Finally, the ranking of models suggested to the input series is generated by aggregating the ARR information across the m retrieved meta-examples and K candidate models, as follows:
In the above equation, the Zoom set represents the m retrieved meta-examples. The geometric mean in ARR is computed across the m retrieved meta-examples and then the arithmetic mean across the candidate models. The ranking is suggested directly from ARR k (the higher is the ARR k value, the higher is the rank of model k). The geometric mean was used in order to verify the following property: ARR k,k = 1/ARR k ,k . The same would not be true if the arithmetic mean were used.
Experiments and Results
In the performed experiments, we collected 80 time series from the Time Series Data Library (TSDL) repository. Hence, a set of 80 meta-examples were generated by applying the procedure described in section 4.2. This set was divided into 60 meta-examples for training and 20 metaexamples for testing the ZR approach.
The experiments were performed for different values of: (1) AccD parameter (0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6), which controls the relative importance of accuracy and time; and (2) the parameter m (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 neighbors), which defines the neighborhood size in the Zooming phase.
In order to evaluate the performance of ZR, we deployed the Spearman Ranking Correlation coefficient (SRC). Given a series i, the SRC coefficient measures the similarity between the recommended ranking of models and the ideal ranking (i.e. the correct ordering of models taking into account the ARR measure computed in the series), as defined bellow:
In the equation, rr k,i and ir k,i are respectively the rank of model k in the recommended ranking and the ideal ranking for the series i. SRC i assumes values between -1 and 1. Values near to 1 indicate that the two rankings have many agreement positions and values near to -1 indicate disagreement between the rankings. In order to evaluate the rankings generated for the 20 series in the test set, we calculated the average of SRC across these series.
The ZR approach was compared to a default ranking method [21] , in which the ranking is suggested by aggre- gating the performance information for all training metaexamples, instead of using only the most similar ones. Despite its simplicity, the default method has been used as a basis of comparison in different case studies in the literature of Meta-Learning [5, 6, 17, 19, 21] . The Table 1 shows the average values of SRC across the test series, considering the ZR approach and the default ranking. As it can be seen, the rankings recommended by ZR were in average more correlated to the ideal rankings when compared to the default method. In fact, the SRC average values for the default ranking are near to zero, indicating neutrality related to the ideal rankings. The ZR in turn obtained SRC values from 0.45 to 0.70, for all different experimental settings, indicating positive correlation to the ideal rankings.
Conclusion
In this work, the Zoomed-Ranking approach was used to rank ANN models for time series forecasting. The application of Zoomed-Ranking in the model selection problem is an advance compared to the previous approaches since it is able to automatically acquire knowledge to select models, considering accuracy and execution time as performance criteria.
We evaluated the viability of Zoomed-Ranking for model selection, focused on the selection of ANN models. We implemented here a prototype for ranking and selecting three different ANN models, and performed experiments on a test set of benchmarking time series.
The experiments performed with the implemented prototype revealed that the rankings provided by ZoomedRanking were significantly correlated to the ideal rankings. As future work, we highlight the use of new distance functions in the Zooming phase, the inclusion of new candidate models in the forecasting process and more refined experi-ments to evaluate the proposed solution.
Although the Zoomed-Ranking technique considers forecasting error and execution time as criteria to suggest models, other performance measures could be applied (for instance, different measures of forecasting error). Hence, in a future work, we intend to develop a more general multicriteria Meta-Learning approach, that will consider a varying number of performance measures. In future work, we also intend to include in the experiments other ANN models for time series forecasting.
